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In the Mandela Theatre

HAMLET is a set-work for Grade 12’s.
Directed by: Laine Butler & Johan Anker
Choreographed by: Cinda Eatock
VENUE:
The Mandela @ Joburg Theatre
Running Time: 100 min
Wednesday 4th March 13:00
Thursday 5th March
09:30
th
Friday 6 March
13:30 & 19:30
th
Saturday 7 March
11:00
Sunday 8th March
15:00

Hip Hop Hamlet:

Welcome to the corporate world of ELSINORE, where corruption, greed, and political
manoeuvring are the order of the day, where "something is (very) rotten in the State." From the
same NSA Directorial team of Laine Butler and Johan Anker, who reimagined A Midsummer
Night's Dream (2019) and Macbeth (2018) comes a riveting HIPHOP HAMLET. Joining the
creative team as co-creator and choreographer is NSA alumni Cinda Eatock, who brings a
wealth of theatre-making experience to this bold contemporary production. Rhythmic language
delivered to a beat is at the heart of HIP HOP - Shakespeare's iambic pentameter is the pinnacle
of rhythmic speech. Commission some music, and the stage is set for a startling
contemporary Hamlet, for HIP HOP is essentially rhythmic language delivered to a beat. This
production will, once again, give credence to Ben Jonson's assertion that "Shakespeare was not
of an age but for all time." Bold, brave, relevant, and accessible – HIP HOP HAMLET is bound
to engage a 2020 audience and touch the soul with the enduring existential question of "To be
or not to be."
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VENUE:
The Mandela @
Joburg Theatre
Running Time: 70 min
Wednesday 4th March 09:30
Thursday 5th March
13:30
19:30
th
Friday 6 March
09:30
th
Saturday 7 March 15:00
19:30
Sunday 8th March 11:00

HIDDEN LANGUAGE

"Dance is the Hidden Language of the soul." Martha Graham.
Martha Graham's evocative quote is the creative springboard for the National School of the
Arts Dance production, Hidden Language. Delving into the learners' biographies, through the
simple question – what does dance mean to you - the stage is set for Hidden Language.
Helping to find the Hidden Language are celebrated professionals Sean Bovim and
Mandla Sunnyboy Motau Ntuli. Bovim is re-staging his 2007 neo-classical work Tanzanite
Ten and Sunnyboy Motau, from Moving Into Dance is creating a new work on the young NSA
dancers. They will be working alongside the NSA's Gillian Bonegio (Spanish), Laura Cameron
(Contemporary), Heather Dreyer (Neo-classical), and Yusuf Thomas (Contemporary). Top
student choreographers from 2019; Hannah Dludla (grade 10), and Ashley Magutshwa (Grade
11) also have their work featured in the line-up.
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In the Lesedi Theatre
From the Market Lab comes the critically acclaimed:
ECLIPSED - Phifalo Ya Ngwedi.

“…once it’s decided that a group of people is undesirable and you dehumanise them, then
you’re actually entering the terrain of torture” Coralie Trotter
This piece has been hailed as the new wave of protest theatre to emerge from a post
democratic South Africa. It is a research-based production exposing the horrific mental health
care “genocide” that became known as the Life Esidimeni Tragedy in 2015 in which thousands
of patients were relocated from functioning mental healthcare facilities to unlicensed and
corrupted NGO’s. They were transferred to these completely inadequate facilities on the backs
of trucks, tied up with sheets and without their medical files accompanying them. 144 patients
died of dehydration, starvation and exposure. The practitioners, politicians and mental health
MEC’s who orchestrated this operation have still not been held accountable.
Eclipsed was workshopped with Market Theatre Laboratory first-year students and directed by
theatre maker Sylvaine Strike; actress, voice and text specialist Gina Shmukler; and dancer and
choreographer Phumlani Mndebele.
“If there are no consequences, of course, the bad men and women flourish, and the good ones
shrivel and die” - Arbitrator Justice Moseneke, Life Esidimeni Arbitration, 31 January 2018.

Running Time: 45 minutes
Venue: The Lesedi @ Joburg Theatre
Wednesday 4th March 11:00 – 11:45
Thursday 5th March
12:00 – 12:45
th
Friday 6 March
10:00 – 10:45
This production is NOT suitable for young audiences.
The age recommendation is 16 +
Grade 10 – Grade 12 learners ONLY
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EVIL

Featuring Jaques de Silva
Directed by Laine Butler and Mike da Silva
This startling work was adapted and translated by Jens Svane Boutrup from the 1981 bestselling
semi-autobiographical book by the acclaimed French Swedish novelist Jan Guillou.
EVIL is a window onto the abusive and oppressive world of institutionalised bullying.

The protagonist, Erik, has been hardened by an abusive step-father. He becomes a leader of a
teenager gang and a master of petty crime. As the situation deteriorates he is sent, as a last
resort to boarding school. Considered an elite establishment, the truth is that it is run by a
sadistic older pupil’s council and he soon becomes the target of their relentless bullying while
the teachers look away. Erik befriends Pierre, a gentle, withdrawn boy who teaches him the
utopia of non-violence. As Erik tries to stand up for himself and his roommate he learns to find
his own strength and discovers the importance of friendship, and most importantly, resilience,
despite becoming a victim of violence himself.
The stage adaptation was voted one of the top productions of the Imaginate Youth Festival in
Edinburgh in 2016 and 2017 by a jury of teenagers.
EVIL is presented by the National School of the Arts by arrangement with Nordiska Aps,
Copenhagen. EVIL premiered at the NSA Festival of the Arts in 2019 and has gone on to play at
the Assitej Cradle of Creativity in Cape Town, the Hilton Arts Festival, RedFest, and recently
completed a two season at The Auto & General Theatre on the Square.
'Evil is hard hitting and at times brutal, and asks questions around how we cope when
confronted with extreme situations. It doesn't provide answers but it's a real life account of one
young boy who will not back down when faced with repeated bullying. Having spoken to
teenagers about the work, it confirmed my belief that young people don't just want to be
entertained by theatre, they want to be challenged and inspired and encouraged to consider
big important issues that make up their lives. And theatre is a safe place to do this, perhaps one
of the last safe places when online environments can be complex and difficult to navigate.'
Noel Jordan
Director
Edinburgh International Children’s Festival
Formerly known as Imaginate
Venue: The Lesedi @ Joburg Theatre
Wednesday 4th 09:00 – 10:05
Thursday 5th
10:00 – 11:05
Friday 6th
12:00 – 13:05
This production is NOT suitable for young audiences.
The age recommendation is 13 +
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The NSA Music Department presents
Music Makers

Musical soirées featuring leading NSA music learners, alumni and guest artists.
“We are the music makers, and we are the dreamers of dreams.”
Running Time : 60 + minutes
Venue: The Lesedi Theatre
Wednesday 4th March 14:00 – 15:00 & 19:30 – 20:30
Thursday 5th March
14:00 – 15:00 & 19:30 – 20:30
Friday 6th March
14:00 – 15:00
th
Saturday 7 March
17:00
In the Space.com
The Space.com features a showcase of work from the emerging playwrights and theatre makers
of the NSA Drama Department.
SCOUT
Directed by Mike da Silva
Script: by the cast
Scout, the puppet, crafted into life by Christelle van Graan
Sets & Costumes by Philile Sishuba
Poster Design: Anastasya Eliseeva
SCOUT is a timeless tale of the friendship between a man and a dog. Conceptualized in
collaboration with the Society for Animals in Distress (SAID) and the NSA drama department,
‘Scout’ is the saga of a wily street dog who learns through the kind treatment that he receives
from uGogo, that humans are not all that bad. This ‘visual theatre’ play makes use of mask work
and puppetry to provide an important voice to man’s best friend. No words but perhaps a bark
or two!

Tuesday 3rd March
Wednesday 4th March
Thursday 5th March
Friday 6th March
Saturday 7th March

19:30 – 20:30 (TBC)
10:00 – 10:45
14:10 – 15:00
12:10 – 13:00
18:00 – 19:15 (Double-Bill with Amanda)
12:00 - 12:45
18:00 - 19:15 (Double-Bill with Amanda)
10:00 – 10:45
16:45 - 18:00 (Double-Bill with Amanda)
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AMANDA

Produced by Triquetra
Amanda Nxumalo is a 16-year-old grade 11 girl who has a crush on Katy, a white Afrikaans girl.
Amanda shares a day in her school-girl life, a day filled with expectation, anticipation,
innocence, joy, optimism, and inevitable disillusionment. Amanda won the NSA original works
festival. This sensitive and entertaining one-woman play touches on issues of racism, sexism,
gender-based violence, and prejudice. Amanda features matric actress Thabiso Mashiyakgomo
in a compelling solo performance.
Thabo Johnson - Producer
Ethan Oberholzer - Director
Billy Plumdi – Technicals
Venue: the space.com
Wednesday 4th March 08:45 – 09:15
14:10 – 14:40
th
Thursday 5 March
14:00 – 14:30
18:00 – 19:15 (Double-Bill with Scout)
th
Friday 6 March
08:45 – 09:15
13:30 – 13:50 (TBC)
18:00 – 19:00 (Double-Bill with Scout)
th
Saturday 7 March
16:45 – 18:00 (Double- Bill with Scout)

Comfort
devine & co.

Exploring issues of abuse among South African women and how they are able to prevail over
their hardships through spirituality and positive self-talk. Comfort is found in realising and
accepting that many women go through it and holding onto the belief that every woman has the
innate power to overcome it.

Icala Kaliboni
Umhlabathi Productions

A complex melodrama with all the intrigue of a classic soap opera.
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THE VISUAL ARTS
LIFELINES - Sponsored by Adcock Ingram, this large scale installation uses intravenous tubes
and drip bags to create a suspended chandelier-like artwork inspired by life-lines, bloodlines,
chakras, connections, diversity, and life-saving technology.

MY WALK – MADE WITH SOUL

The journey from medical waste to plastic school shoes. This inspiring re-cycling story is told in
an informative display exhibition.
Venue: NSA Foyer
08:00 – 17:00 Daily

EXPRESSIONS EXHIBITION
This exhibition highlights the exceptional artwork from our learners of Art and Design. A
selection of media will be on display, ranging from animation and portraiture, to pattern design.

Venue: NSA Gallery & Corridors
08:00 – 17:00 Daily

CERAMICS EXHIBITION

This exhibition celebrates the work of Mexican ceramicist Paloma Torres and her most recent
work commissioned for the NIROX Sculpture Park. Discover more about the vision of Nirox, the
artistry of Paloma Torres, and the work of the Mexican Embassy in South Africa. The NSA grade
10 ceramic learners were privileged to contribute something towards this inspiring artwork.
Venue: NSA Gallery
08:00 – 17:00 Daily

ASSIGNED MALE

Exhibition of cartoons from the Webcomic, Assigned Male by transgender artist Sophie Labelle
Curated by Sophie Labelle and Melissa Waters.
Venue: The NSA Hall Foyer
08:00 – 17:00 Daily
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SOPHIE LABELLE IN CONVERSATION
Internationally renowned Canadian transgender visual artist and author Sophie Labelle will share
anecdotes and stories related to her work and experience. She is the transgender cartoonist
behind Assigned Male, a webcomic about a group of queer and trans teenagers that has been
running since 2014 and already touched millions of readers. Some of her work will be exhibited
during festival.

Date: Friday 6th March 2020 11:30 – 13:30
Venue: The NSA Hall or The Mandela Theatre
The NSA acknowledges the support of the Canadian High Commissioner.

ELEMENTS 4IR – the smart classroom of the Future, alongside a coding and robotics exhibition

will be in good 4IR company with game developers (virtual reality) and Oculus Rift on the
digital frontier. The NSA acknowledges the Matthew Goniwe School of Leadership and
Governance, the TMRW Gallery and the fpb for their expert contribution.
Venue: NSA Chapel GALLERY
08:00 – 17:00
NAILS & WOOL

Watch Matric learner Sizwe Majola create his unique artwork using wool and nails.

SHORT FILM FESTIVAL – This festival of short format films features leading work from the
emerging Film makers at AFDA. The NSA gratefully acknowledges the educators and students
of AFDA for curating this compelling line-up for the NSA’s FESTIVAL OF THE ARTS

Venue: F8
Time: 08:00 – 15:00

ANIMATION FILM FESTIVAL – The NSA is delighted to join in the 20th Anniversary Celebrations
of The Animation School with the inclusion of this specially curated festival of student animation.

Venue: Dance Theory Room
Time: 08:00 – 15:00
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MASK MAKING WORKSHOP
The NSA Space Times (TBC)

Philile Sishuba demonstrates how to craft masks similar to the ones seen in the NSA’s
production of Scout. Philile was in the NSA matric drama class of 2014 and is a recent cum
laude graduate from TUT.

MAKE-UP WORKSHOP
The NSA Space

Make-up Artist Lebo Diale shares her artistry in the art of make-up.
Wednesday 4th March: 10:30 – 11:30
Special Effects Make-up Workshop
Thursday 5th March: 10:30 – 11:30
Film, Television & Stage Make-up
Shadows & Highlights
Friday 6th March: 10:30 – 11:30
Fashion & the Contour
Shadows & Highlights

COMEDY IMPROV
The NSA Lab

Comedy Improv in the spirit of "Whose Line is it Anyway?" will give audience members a chance
to participate and share the spotlight with the anchor improv performers from the NSA matric
drama class of 2019 led by Hannah Flynn – who received the award for Top Drama learner in the
District in the 2019 Matric Exams.
Times TBC
2014 /DOUBLE-BILL (working title)

NSA Theatre Times TBC
STEPPING INTO FIRE - A young tightrope walker confronts her fears and tries to regain her
balance on the wire two days after the tragic death of her partner. If she is to emulate her
heroes and continue to work the high wire, she must take that first step back onto the wire. A
heartbreakingly beautiful monologue which now has 4 dramatic songs. Featuring: Kiruna-Lind
Devar – NSA Matric Class of 2014. Kiruna-Lind has just come off the international tour of
Phantom of the Opera.
PONDO PONDO - a deeply personal reflection of life and identity choreographed and
performed by: Lwazi Mzimase - NSA Matric Class of 2014. Lwazi is currently in the LION KING.

These two solo performances will be followed by a Q&A.
They will reflect on their journey from school into becoming professional performers.
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THE ANATOMY OF A PIANO

Musician and piano tuner Robert Mutero (Uncle Robz) shares his knowledge about the piano
and how the sound is generated. He will be joined by a penny whistler and a guitarist who will,
in turn, look at how wind and string instruments work.
Venue: The NSA Theatre
Wednesday 4th March TBC
Thursday 5th March TBC
Friday 6th March TBC

NSA FRINGE WORK

•

THE NSA GUMBOOT DANCERS NSA Learners take on this unique South African dance. Look out for them at the
Meet and Greet and between performances.

•

Thobeka Plank leads two senior music learners in Bendigalili – a site specific work
which plays under the canopy of the three trees in the Drama Department.

•

AM LIVE – Original music showcase
NSA HALL
Wednesday 4th March 10:00 – 11:00
Thursday 5th March
15:00 – 16:00
th
Friday 6 March TBC
Saturday 7th March TBC

•

REFLECTIONS – the journey of an NSA artist
NSA HALL
Wednesday 4th March 12:00 – 13:00
Thursday 5th TBC
Friday 6th TBC
Saturday TBC

•

DARE TO DREAM – a Disney inspired fantasy
THE NSA LAB
Daily @ 9:30
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THE DUNG BEETLE PROJECT @
THE NSA FESTIVAL OF THE ARTS
4th – 6th

08:00 – 09:00 & 12:00 – 13:00

“A performance stage unfolds from our trailer next
to the shiny 2 ½ meter-tall sculpture. The art stage is
a community platform to host environmental talks,
live music and science communication in association
with our non-profit, Alliance Earth. The stage is a
fiery center of attention for communities to come
together and learn about how to create a more
sustainable future together.
The Dung Beetle art is a metaphor to shift the
public’s attitudes toward waste. The ancient Scarab
beetle was the Egyptian symbol of re-birth, bringing
a new dawn by pushing the fiery Sun-god Ra up
above the Nile River every day. Our Dung Beetle
takes wasted fossil-fuel based plastics, which used to
be ancient sunlight, and returns them into the
valuable energy everyone uses today.
LOOK OUT FOR THE
DUNG-BEETLE ON THE FIELD!
A SYMBOL OF HOPE FOR A
GREENER MORE SUSTAINABLE
FUTURE!
Creativity driving change and
finding the nexus between science
and technology. Putting art into
STEM – FULL STEAM ahead!
BOOKINGS
www.joburgtheatre.com
Webtickets

This fire-farting dung beetle is shifting the plastic
conversation from one of despair into one of hope
by turning trash into treasure. When people visit the
Dung Beetle the questions start flowing: How do we
get one? Does it really work? How can I help? What
else is possible? These questions get new ideas
rolling, ideas that we need to secure our planet for
future generations.
At The Dung Beetle Project we believe in a rebirth of
hope. The Dung Beetle’s mission is to inspire &
facilitate that hope, fertilizing the imaginations of
everyone around the world.”

DAY PASSES R200.00 – GIVES ACCESS TO ALL PRODUCTIONS AND EXHIBTIONS!
INDIVIDUAL SHOWS - EVENINGS & WEEKEND R100.00
PLEASE contact the Marketing and Development Unit (MaD House) for help with bookings!
CHARMAINE STANDER : 011 339 6539

www.nsafestival.co.za
SEE YOU AT THE FESTIVAL!
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The NSA acknowledges the support of our partners and sponsors.
Thank you for seeing value on what we do.

M

SCHOOL OF LEADERSHIP & GOVERNANCE
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